Tasks
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Group photo
Hand-in your group photo here to earn your first credits.
Ofcourse, your group flags should be on the photo as well.
You have to hand in a photo.

F1 Bikestop
Drive up on a bike and change the tires like an F1 pitstop. Of course the cyclist won't get off during the (bike)pitstop
and can comfortably drive off afterwards.
For inspiration: https://www.facebook.com/OfficialCyclingPorn/videos/1928456113847976/
You have to hand in a short video.

Siri
Have a conversation with Siri about scouting lasting about a minute. Without her stopping because she doesn't
understand or beacause she starts to rap.
You have to hand in a short video.

Shampoo bottle
Washing your hair without a shower can be a challenge. Because your head usually does not fit under the tap of the
sink. This young man has invented something creative.
https://www.facebook.com/PeoplesDaily/videos/1485986444786501/
Wash you hair the same way the person in the video does and film it. The video can maximally be up to 30 seconds
long.
You have to hand in a short video.

No, you're a horse
See this video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IHUTm3kpHOY. It is a completely new interpretation of horseriding sports. Perform a bit of this new type of sports. You can choose for dressage and / or cross-country. It is a
serious sport so look seriously and go for a good costume and a nice hobbyhorse.
You have to hand in a short video.

Photo through glasses
You already have taken a lot of pictures tonight. But this task will really be all about photography. Take a picture like
this: http://os01.iscoutgame.com/game-2018/glasses.jpg
The image you see through the glasses is sharp, everything around it is out-of-focus. Make sure it is a beautiful
photo that can be placed in a photo frame. Do not forget your team flag!
You have to hand in a photo.

Book poetry
Let's make a poem. Use the titles on covers of books to create that poem. Stack them on top and aside of each
other to create a readable poem. You have to use at least 8 books. You can use books of any language. But when
you don't use English books, please send us a translation of the poem into English as well. Send a picture of the end
result.
You have to hand in a photo.
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Living chess
We're going to prepare for living chess of one colour. Therefore, transform/dress yourselves into a set of 16 chess
pieces. Put every person in the starting position of the chess game take a picture. Make sure everyone is
recognisable on the picture. Every piece should be recognisable an in more or less the same colour. If your group
has less than 12 players (we will check with your group photo), make 4 instead of 8 pawns. Of course you may ask
people from outside your group to help you.
You have to hand in a photo.

Other iScout Teams
Over 400 Teams play iScout this evening (see: https://iScoutGame.com/nl/teams). Go to one of these
Teams for a picture together. There are flags and people of both Teams in the picture! Tell us which Teams (from
which place) is on your picture. Non-Dutch teams are allowed to find other non-Dutch teams via Internet.
You have to hand in a photo.

What my … think I do.
You know those 'What my … think I do' memes. See: http://tuoc.si/whatmythinkido
You're going to make such a collage of photos. You make the photos yourself ofcourse and your group flag should
be in every photo. The 'title' of the first five photos are up to you, but the sixth should be 'what I actually do'. You can
choose iScout and Scouting in general as theme for the meme. Put the pictures nicely together and pay some
attention to that. You may, if you need it, use applications like photoshop for this very task, for the design/outline
only.
You have to hand in a photo collage.

Stop the time
Time is an essential part of iScout. If you upload a task too late, you won't get any credits for it. Therefore, you
always pay attention to the time. Make a picture of three different public clocks pointing at 2 hour and 40 minutes
after the iScout game started in your time zone. Put the pictures together and hand-in.
You have to hand in a photo collage.

Backpack kid
So here it is. Our annual dancing-hype task. Perform with at least 6 people the moves of the Backpack Kid:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6X6b19ukfTA
Please practice a bit first, your moves should look smooth. Hand in your film of 30 seconds max.
You have to hand in a short video.

Special
We don't give this one away. Wait for instructions during the game.
You have to hand in a short video.

Romantic dinner
On Saturday evening you should go out for dinner in style. Therefore, head to a fastfood restaurant for a romantic
dinner. Thefore, dress-up in gala/black-tie, there should be a table cover, a bottle in a wine cooler, wine glases, a
candle, plates and cutlery, napkins and a waiter with a white waiters cloth (preferably dressed in the fastfood
restaurant's uniform).
You have to hand in a photo.
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The balcony scene
Make a picture of Romeo (M/F/X) serenading Juliet (M/F/X). Romeo with a guitar on his knee, Juliet staring down
from the balcony.
You have to hand in a photo.

Bagpipes
Have you ever made your own instrument as cub scout? You might have, although you probably didn't passed the
level of simple drums. Therefore, let's make some bagpipes with these instructions:
http://www.instructables.com/id/How-to-Make-Bagpipes-out-of-a-Garbage-Bag-and-Reco/
Hand-in a video of your home made bagpipes in action. Wear a (home-made) kilt if you prefer ;)
You have to hand in a short video.

e-bike
Electric bikes become more and more popular, so you also want one. But these things are expensive, so transform
your own bike into an electric one. Be creative and make sure it works, somewhat. Think of using (cordless) power
tools, kitchen tools or whatever you can think of. The result should be electric and move the bike and biker forward
(a bit is enough). Your prototype doesn't have to be cordless. Hand-in a video of max 30 seconds, explaining how it
works and that it works. Helping it a little (by paddling) is no problem.
You have to hand in a short video.

I'm not a robot, or am I?
A lot of websites use a captcha under a form that you'll have to click before you can proceed. The google Captcha
asks you if you're not a robot. But what if you are?
https://www.facebook.com/okdoeiokdoei/videos/1534860863288720/
This task is to create a 'robot' or a Rube Goldberg machine that clicks the captcha box. If you decide to make a
Rube Goldberg machine with its last step to click the button of a mouse, make sure your machine has at least 5
steps.
Find the captcha for example here: https://www.google.com/recaptcha/api2/demo
For those who want to do something extra. You might want to edit your video and add Dr. Dre - The Next Episode
and http://os01.iscoutgame.com/game-2018/thug-life-glasses.png
You have to hand in a short video.

Manhole t-shirt
There are lot of ways to create your own t-shirt print. Using markers, dye tablets, … But we found the coolest way, by
far: https://www.facebook.com/mentalflossmagazine/videos/10155657330312365/
Make a collage of photos showing the process of you making this and the result.
P.S.: Got inspiration for your next camp souvenir shirt?
You have to hand in a photo collage.

All stars
With seven All stars shoes, you can make a picture like this: http://os01.iscoutgame.com/game-2018/allstars.jpg
If you use All Stars in different colours, make sure you sort in order of the colours of the rainbow.
You have to hand in a photo.
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Upside down
Do the following upside down challenge: https://youtu.be/MJobHSBfdp0?t=5m29s (from 5:29). The way you put
someone upside down is up to you. After that, let the person pour water in a cup, add milk (because that belongs in
a proper cup of tea) and put a tea bag in the cup. Hand-in a video of max 60 seconds.
You have to hand in a short video.

Pimp my ride
You've always wanted a cool sports car, but the thing you could afford was a little too old and small car. No problem,
let's make your car look more impressive: https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/4wbbmq/slapdash-supercars-324.
Upgrade your not-sports car with a spoiler, air inlets and make it look lower. Only use cardboard and take a picture
of the result.
You have to hand in a photo.

Haka
When the national rugby team of New Zealand plays, they start with a Haka:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PptTeyYShdw
To impress your opponents, perform a haka yourself. Make a video of it of 30 seconds max. At least 5 people
perform the haka, dressed black off course. Instructions can be found here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p5cHElD5cf8 . But creating your own creative but serious interpretation is
allowed.
You have to hand in a short video.

Banana
Can you give me the banana? Of course! Pass through a banana with your feet like this:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eoZidc1b3kE
Make a line of at least 5 persons and only hand-in the video with the try that worked.
You have to hand in a short video.

Balloons
Let's say you bought balloons for a party, but you couldn't resist inflating them all before you went to the party. You
made a mistake there as all filled balloons have to be transported in a car now. Fill-up a car with balloons, the driver
is still behind the wheel. Hand-in a picture of the result.
Driving with a car filled with balloons is not a good idea, don't do that!
You have to hand in a photo.

Watermelon dress
A happy and fruity dress made of watermelon, or other piece of fruit. It can be done like
this: https://www.today.com/style/watermelon-dress-fashion-trend-taking-over-instagram-t113577
Take a picture with four of you, everyone dressed in a fruity dress. Watermelon, apple, cucumber.. it's all fine. Make
sure to take the photo in a sunny vacation setting: Beach umbrella in the back and a longdrink glass with colored
drink and a straw, a big hat against the sun and sunglasses for everyone of you. We can still see a spot of
sunscreen on your nose as well.
You have to hand in a photo.
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Fire pit
Scouting may not lack a fire. To ensure that the garden tiles don't get damaged, we always use a fire pit. That's why
you're going to make such a fire pit. Make a wooden fire pit of a common size. On legs of course. See the photo for
inspiration. http://os01.iscoutgame.com/game-2018/firepit.png
You have to hand in a photo.

The scouting museum
Make a photo-collage of your own Scouting Museum. In your museum there are at least the following items:
Mannequin wearing a uniform, a compass, a pocket knive, a flag of your group, a sign with your groups name in
morse code, a board with at least 5 different knots, a map (unfolded) and a board with 5 different badges.
You have to hand in a photo collage.

throw out the window
Last years iScout Teams threw a lot of things out of the window. We wanted to skip the task, but got a lot of requests
to not skip it. So, here it is.
Most of the years, you just had to drop something. This year we do something different. Slide down a couch or other
piece of big furniture from the first of second floor (British
style: http://os01.iscoutgame.com/game-2018/floorcount.jpg) like this:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cAuNCNMp0Go
Hand-in your video of max 30 seconds. We would like to have a clear view on what happens so pay attention to
lighting if it's already dark outside!
You have to hand in a short video.
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